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ADMIRAL’S CUP CHALLENGER 44 CHRONO RUBBER
The colors of time
The summer of Corum
Representing dynamic interpretations of the famous Admiral’s Cup Challenge 44, the
new Admiral’s Cup Challenger 44 Chrono Rubber models have the wind in their sails.
Their vulcanized rubber cases immediately set the tone and infuse the timekeeping
functions with renewed vitality. The call of the sea comes in a variety of daring shades.
This is clearly no time for a low-key, half-tone approach. The vibrant new COSC-certified
chronographs in the Admiral’s Cup collection are brimming with contagious energy
expressed through seven new models flying the intense and enthusiastic colors of intrepid
watchmaking.
One sees red, while the other plunges into the deep blue of the ocean. One is illuminated in
white, the other is darkened to black, occasionally opting for the brilliance of a gold bezel…
Blue, red, black and white; solid color or two-tone versions; radiating a daring or more
classical appearance: the new Corum chronographs love challenges. Their sporty nature is
embodied in the velvet-finish matt sheen of their colorful vulcanized rubber strap.
While maintaining the collection’s characteristic twelve-sided design and the inner bezel
ring adorned with nautical pennants, they display an aesthetic boldness that will appeal to
a youthful clientele looking for challenges and differentiation. The dial plays on subtle
contrasts to enhance its legibility. Hands, minute numerals, chronographs and chevrons are
highlighted by luminescent white, grey or red, ensuring night-time readability. The seconds
hand with its Corum key counterweight remains loyal to the spirit of the collection. The
vulcanized rubber strap in a color matching the case sets the finishing touch to a dashingly
vibrant set of models.
Loyal companions of intense moments and symbols of a resolutely free-spirited attitude,
the Admirals’ Cup Challenger 44 Chrono Rubber timepieces are powered by the mechanical
automatic CO753 movement that is chronometer-certified by the COSC. In addition to the
hours, minutes and seconds, they display chronograph functions on three counters and a
date window at 4.30. Water-resistant to 30 meters for the white versions and to 100
meters for all the others, the case is secured by a transparent back revealing a CORUMengraved oscillating weight that reveals a surprise by adopting the same color as the
watch. A fresh breeze is blowing across the flagship collection of the world’s finest
regattas… Could it be that today’s challenge also lies in boldness and impertinence?
Additional photos are available for download from our press server:
http://marcom.corum.ch/
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Admiral’s Cup Challenger 44 Chrono Rubber

Specifications

Reference

753.806.02/F376 AN31
753.807.02/F373 AB21
753.801.02/F371 AN21
753.805.02/F379 AN21
753.805.02/F379 AA31

(red model)
(blue model)
(black model)
(white model, black dial)
(white model, white dial)

limited edition 100 pieces
limited edition 100 pieces
limited edition 125 pieces

Movement

CO753, Self-winding chronograph, COSC certified
13 ¼’’’
Frequency 4 Hz, 28,800 vibrations/hour
27 jewels
Special CORUM finish, colored oscillating weight
Power reserve of 48hours

Functions

Hours, minutes, small seconds, date, chronograph

Case

44mm diameter, twelve-sided case
Colored rubber case, red, blue, black or white
Vulcanized rubber crown protector, crown in titanium, engraved with CORUM key
Screw-down open back in titanium

Dial

Black with red index, blue with grey index, black with white index or white with white index
3 counters, 30 minutes counter at 3 o’clock, 12 hours at 6 o’clock, small seconds at 9 o’clock
Date at 4.30 o’clock
Monochromatic nautical pennants representing the hours transferred on the fitted flange
Luminescent minutes and minute chevrons
Facetted and luminescent hours, minutes and counter hands
Seconds hand, counterweight shaped like the CORUM key

Glass

Cambered twelve-sided sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating

Strap

Black, red, blue or white vulcanized rubber, width 22/20 mm

Buckle

Triple folding clasp with opening and fastening system using 2 pushers, steel cover with
CORUM logo

Water-resistance 30 meters (99 feet/3 atm) for the white model with white dial
100 meters (330 feet/10atm)
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